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Texas A M University Press, United States, 1998. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. This publication, a special double issue of Cite, the architecture and design review
of Houston, sets out to explore the places in between the mighty icons of Texas. Between the
prairies punctuated by wizened cowpokes, beefy steers, and oil derricks and the urban sprawl
spiked with skyscrapers and crawling with cars and their hurried drivers lies a different territory. In
this place, time moves sluggishly as the past gently collides with the future, and hopes and daily
struggles are miniaturized in little dramas. Illustrated with high-contrast black-and-white images,
Texas Places offers a unique combination of perspectives on the images of Texas, both real and
imagined. Interviews with Larry McMurtry and Horton Foote reveal the writers sense of Texas, such
as McMurtry s view of trophy ranches and Foote s memories of how it could take five hours to drive
fifty miles to Houston. In other features, John Graves writes about his ranch, Rosellen Brown writes
about leaving Texas, and Jon Schwartz muses on Texas movie landscapes. Other pieces discuss
McMurtry s Houston, Highway 59, the Gulf Coast from Sabine Pass to Boca Chica,...
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The publication is great and fantastic. It really is simplistic but surprises within the 50 % from the publication. Your daily life span will be change when you
comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Althea  Aufder ha r-- Althea  Aufder ha r

A fresh e book with a brand new point of view. It is definitely simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent of your ebook. Its been designed in an extremely
basic way and is particularly just soon after i finished reading this ebook where in fact altered me, change the way i really believe.
-- Dr . Alber ta  Schm idt V-- Dr . Alber ta  Schm idt V
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